Captivating form. Compelling function.

8' Long Length Ceda r Sh a k e
8' Long Length Cedar Shake

Richer texture provides lasting appeal.
The exterior of a home has enhanced appeal when the design is a result of a play with light and
shadow. The double-texturing process, exclusive to 8' Long Length Cedar Shake, creates a richer,
more realistic profile with a virtually seamless look that makes your design truly fascinating. The
additional length is also more sustainable, providing a faster install with less jobsite material waste.

Cedar Shake
Cedar Shake

Give your home classic character.
The natural warmth and character of Portsmouth Shake® Cedar Shake provides that
much-desired classic shake appeal. This conventional shingle style, when combined with stone and
clapboard, delivers a stunning and inviting exterior that can change the pace of a design.

Hand-Split Shake
Hand-Split Shake

A natural look can create unparalleled style.
The process of hand splitting shingles produces an enchanting, rustic texture in each individual piece.
The rich, deeply ingrained surfaces of Hand-Split Portsmouth Shake® are patterned from real split cedar.
With the same authentic presence and intense shadows as hand-split wood, it provides immense
dimension and gives a home an extremely interesting appearance.

S tag g e r e d S h a k e
Staggered Shake

Details can bring balance, order and grace to your home.
Create unprecedented visual interest with Portsmouth Staggered Shake.
Its varied appearance can add dimension, tie gables and other elements into your overall design,
or provide a dramatic contrast to stone or clapboard. Staggered Shake can add impact by endowing
your home with the richness of real wood or unifying it with a sense of simplicity.

PE R F E C T ION s h a k e &
H a lf R o u n d s
Perfection Shake

Half Rounds

Attention to detail gets attention.
Portsmouth Perfection Shake can give you the look of homes found on the
coast of New England without the costly maintenance associated with real wood.
Its subtle grain provides a natural effect with nicely defined shadow lines.
Portsmouth Shake® Half Rounds are distinguishing exterior elements that give a
home genuine appeal. From the simplest cottage to a grand Victorian masterpiece,
these charming curved details are the perfect way to make your home stand out.

Portsmouth Shake® now features the Assurance™ Fastening System.
The components of the Assurance Fastening System are engineered to provide not only
a faster, easier installation but one that also is more secure, with precisely aligned panels. Every panel includes
a temperature gauge, which ensures an accurate install in any climate.
Available on all Shake profiles.

Nailing Guides.

Depth Guard.

Precise nail
positioning
ensures
ideal panel
performance.

Controlled nail
depth means
smoother,
straighter walls.

Available on 8' Long Length Cedar Shake.

Centering Hole.

Locked in positioning
eliminates panel
shifting left to right.

Full-Panel Hold.

Snaps panels in
place for faster,
easier and more
secure installation.

End-to-End Overlap.

Maintains alignment and ensures
virtually seamless look. (Also available
on Staggered Shake.)

Let your home reflect your personality.
From cool neutrals to warm, vibrant hues, Portsmouth Shake offers a beautiful range of Smart Styles™ shades to
inspire you. This broad palette combines gorgeously with stone and cladding and allows you to create countless
complementary color combinations to express your personal style.

smart styles

smart styles
expressions

smart styles
woodlands

Aspen White

Pearl

Wheat

Cabin

Regatta

Yellow Birch

Black Walnut

Country Beige

Saddle

Driftwood

Nutmeg

Stratford Blue

Autumn Maple

Red Oak

Clay

Rye

Cypress

Lighthouse Red

Graphite

New England Pine

Greystone

Desert

Olive

Slate

smart styles
weathered

Gray Moss

Pacific Redwood Sandalwood

Portsmouth Shake is available in up to
27 colors depending on product style.

A legacy of integrity.

Portsmouth Shake® Performance Features
Deep rustic grain patterned from real cedar shake

®

Exterior Portfolio is recognized as the

Seamless design

category leader in innovative exterior

No Painting. No Scraping. True Maintenance Freedom!

design products and tools for remodelers,

Assurance™ Fastening System provides a secure, precise installation

contractors, architects, builders and
homeowners. Exterior Portfolio was the
first to introduce product innovations
®

Superior impact resistance, and resists fading and warping
Wind resistant up to 160 mph
Available in up to 27 colors depending on style
Lifetime Limited Warranty

®

like CraneBoard Solid CoRe Siding ,
BellaStone® and Architectural Essentials™
trim and accessories as well as cuttingedge marketing tools like the Dream
Designer® online visualizer tool and Dream
Designer Board. Now a part of Royal Building
Products, Exterior Portfolio continues to bring
to market exterior design innovations that help
build neighborhoods of lasting value.

For more design inspiration, visit
www.ExteriorPortfolio.com
Find us on Facebook.
1441 Universal Road
PO Box 1058
Columbus, OH 43216
800.366.8472
© 2012 Royal Building Products

Exterior Portfolio® is more than beautiful, long lasting exterior products for your home. We believe in a sustainable future for
everyone. For you, this means a home made from environmentally preferred materials. For us, it means cladding products offering
benefits such as durability and low maintenance. All of our products provide a long service life that requires no harmful finishes.
Because our commitment to the environment stretches from our home to yours, we engineer sustainable benefits into our product
development process through innovations such as our Smart Track ™ moisture management system and Solid CoRe™ insulation. To
learn more, please visit www.ExteriorPortfolio.com.

